


The Death of Fragility

NATIONAL SOCIALISM

IN

THREE PRINCIPLES

An Introduction
For The Coming Man



For my brothers & sisters 
We must secure the existence of our people & a future for white children
Because the beauty of white Aryan women must not perish from the earth



National Socialism is an all encompassing personal & National worldview.
It arises from three simple principles that are interdependent.

NATURAL LAW:
The Guide

'Let me explain: Man must not fall into the error of thinking that he was ever meant to
become lord & master of Nature. A lopsided education has helped to encourage that
illusion. Man must realise that a fundamental law of necessity reigns throughout the
whole realm of Nature & that his existence is subject to the law of eternal struggle &

strife. He will then feel that there cannot be a separate law for mankind in a universe in
which planets & suns follow their orbits, where moons & planets trace their destined

paths, where the strong are always the masters of the weak & where the latter must obey
or be destroyed. Man must also submit to the eternal principles of this supreme wisdom.

He may try to understand them but he can never free himself from their sway.' 
Mein Kampf.

Natural Laws are the fundamental principles, structures & mechanisms of existence.
Natural Law is Logos & the truth from which all morality must derive. 

Thus Natural Law is Reality, Truth & Morality. 
Natural Laws are most obvious in the form of the physical sciences but are not limited to
these. The most essential Natural Law that governs all living things is the selection of the

fittest by the prevailing natural or social ecology over time through the process of struggle.
What Natural Law demands of us in order to meet this requirement is by definition moral &

good. This eternal Law of struggle & selection requires we find the personal & collective
strength, loyalty & merit to engage in this often violent process successfully in order to

continue as a people. Natural Laws are mandatory, we may try to mitigate or avoid them, we
may even think to succeeded for a time but always & inevitably Logos destroys anti-Logos. 
In the end all will be resolved in accordance with the immutable structure of the universe &

anything that doesn’t fit will be cut away. Our purpose is to fit ourselves within that truth
not merely for survival but because it is Morally right.

'Man’s effort to build up something that contradicts the iron logic of Nature brings him
into conflict with those principles to which he himself exclusively, owes his own

existence.' 
Mein Kampf



NATION:
The Cause

'Nations that make mongrels of their people or allow their people to be turned into
mongrels, sin against the Will of Eternal Providence & thus their overthrow at the hands

of a stronger opponent cannot be looked upon as a wrong but, on the contrary, as a
restoration of justice. If a people refuses to guard & uphold the qualities with which it
has been endowed by Nature & which have their roots in the racial blood, then such a

people has no right to complain over the loss of its earthly existence.' 
Mein Kampf

Nation is neither government nor the state, Nation is a thing of Blood. 
It is from our shared ancestral lineage that our collective biology, temperament, history &
culture arises. Over the generations our Nation functions like a super organism, struggling,

growing, sickening & weakening, strengthening & recovering or dying.
 Evolving through time & struggle our Blood has always successfully passed down through

the generations in an unbroken pedigree reaching back millennia. Like a great river, our
Nation flows generation upon generation from the past we inherit from our parents &

people, through us, the living embodiment of our Nation in the present & from us to our
children & the future that we bequeath to them.

Our Blood belongs to our people & we have a duty to pass on this sacred Blood unpolluted
to our children.

Our Blood is our Nation, culture is its memory, we are its living manifestation & it lives or
dies through us.

If our Nation becomes weak & degenerate or forgets what it is by falling prey to clever
rhetoric, propaganda or petty materialism it will die, first psychologically then physically.

'Our contemporary generation of weaklings will naturally decry such a policy & whine &
complain about it as an encroachment on the most sacred of human rights. But there is

only one right that is sacrosanct & that right is at the same time a most sacred duty,
namely, to protect racial purity so that the best types of human beings may be preserved &

thus render possible a more noble development of humanity itself.' 
Mein Kampf



HONOUR:
The Method

'This mental attitude, which forces self-interest to recede into the background in favour
of the common weal, is the first prerequisite for any kind of really human civilisation.'

Mein Kampf

Honour means living by a moral code that derives from something sacred that is greater than
oneself. National Socialist Honour derives from the iron laws of Nature & love of our

people. It inspires us to a spirit of sacrifice, duty, courage, discipline & loyalty that demands
we take responsibility for our Nation because we are its living manifestation. Honour

demands action to better ourselves, our children, our community & through these things our
Nation. This requires personal development, hard work, sacrifice & a culture that

encourages the best in us through meritocratic hierarchy & healthy eugenics instead of
catering to the lowest or the worst through misplaced sentiment. This makes our Honour

incompatible with degeneracy & intolerant of weakness, cowardice, perversion, indolence &
selfishness. 

Only when we have internalised Natural Law as an act of personal & National will & made
its meritocratic, hierarchical elitism our way of life can our people find National Honour. 
Without Honour a peoples motivation become nothing more than selfishness & profligacy.

Lacking men of Honour with the capacity to sacrifice, fight & die for something greater
than themselves or even comprehend that they should perverts all forms of government, all

checks & balances & all law into obscenities served by traitors, cowards & fools.

'Despite all views to the contrary, this honour does actually exist, or rather it ought to
exist, for a nation without honour will sooner or later lose its freedom & independence.
This is in accordance with the ruling of a higher justice, for a generation of poltroons is

not entitled to freedom. He who would be a cowardly slave cannot have honour.' 
Mein Kampf



QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

What is the purpose of the state?
The National Socialist State must place the survival & elevation of the Nation it serves as its

highest aim both materially, culturally & spiritually in accordance with Natural Law. The
National Socialist State is not an end in itself but simply a means to the further development
of our Nation by curbing our excesses where necessary, encourage the best in us & helping
us to realise our full potential through education & the cultivation of a sane, healthy society
grounded in reality & its laws. A properly functioning National Socialist state enables our

Nation to express itself & grow in a natural & healthy manner.

Are you democratic?
We are not democratic because we wont pander to the lowest, tolerate the rule of
professional charlatans or pretend that the biggest mob of fools is the wisest. The

unfortunate truth is that most people have little capacity for critical thinking, even less
opportunity to exercise it & are generally quite content with this unfortunate condition.

However much we may object, this disappointing truth renders democracy little more than a
puppet show. Understanding this helps us to grasp the uncomfortable truth that all

governments inevitably will be & need to be dictatorships.
We proceed from these hard realities & the natural truth that our leaders must be the most

elite & honourable if they are to be worthy of the absolute authority & absolute
accountability required in those who bear the duty of custodians of our Nation. Such great

men are only identified by their actions over decades of struggle, service & proven
character.

What about liberalism & personal freedom?
We oppose liberalism because we understand that Natural Law, Honour & the needs of our
people supersede freedom. If something opposes Natural Law it makes us weaker, this is

degenerate, morally wrong & we are not free to do it. To flourish we must have freedom but
if we become divided by selfish freedom or tolerate degeneracy in the name of liberty we

will fall. The liberty of our Nation comes before personal freedom.



Do you believe in equality?
National Socialists insist on equal laws & duties for our people but we reject the delusion

that people are themselves inherently equal. We embrace our fundamental inequality
because the natural hierarchy of merit this creates is the basis of all development. 

Honest elitism is required for us to flourish & meritocracy is how we find it.
From the highest to the lowest we are hierarchical, meritocratic, elitists.

What about Women?
Both men & women have particular roles & duties imposed on them by their natural &

complimentary strengths that must be honoured. A mans duty is to be a good husband &
father, he must provide for his family, place their welfare above his own, lead them & fight
for them & his Nation. A womans duty is to be a good wife & mother, she must be the heart
of the family, place their welfare above her own & support her husband. She also fights for

her Nation but in a manner that reflects her strengths as a wife & mother.
Together with their children they form a whole family & the basis of a healthy Nation.
These are the most vital duties of men & women, they are absolutely essential for our

Nation to continue.
It is perfectly possible to do more than these things. But if we allow our  natural roles to be

overruled by selfish freedoms or delusions of equality then the ecology of the family is
destroyed. This creates an isolated & broken people acting out the vestigial customs of

marriage without purpose & family without function as they slowly die out.

Are you Capitalists or Marxist?
We are not Capitalists because we refuse to place our people & their labour at the whims of
capital manipulators in return for cheap consumerism. It must be through our own Nations
productive labour & not someone else’s that our people attain the things they require. If we

allow ourselves to be seduced by gross consumption, usurers & globalists we will be
enslaved by them.

Marxists presume to claim socialism as theirs alone yet socialism predates Marxism. Thus,
we are socialists but we are not Marxists. Unlike Marxism & its derivatives National
Socialists have a firm grasp of reality & we embrace it as truth & morality instead of

impotently denying it. As a result we understand that the means of production is our entire
Nation itself & that honest meritocracy renders equality & class war an absurdity.

We are neither Marxist or Capitalists since neither is beneficial to our people, both destroy
us. Capitalism sells us things we don’t need with money we don’t have with our Nation as
collateral. Marxism sets us against ourselves in the pursuit of an impossible equality that in

the end can only destroy the very thing it claims to represent.



Are you individualist or collectivist?
We place the survival & elevation of our Nation above our selves without destroying the

individual, this requires personal excellence & mutual respect. The relationship is similar to
a healthy family, composed of individuals organised in a hierarchy, unified by love & duty
into something greater than themselves that they willingly sacrifice for without abandoning

their individuality in the process.

Is National Socialism utilitarian, idealist, materialist?
We care about our people because they are our extended family, not because they outnumber

us. We are pragmatic rather than utilitarian. This pragmatism is a method not a goal, we
recognise that the end justifies the means so long as the means don’t contradict the ends.

Unlike abstract theorists & pedants National Socialism is not dogmatic or petty. It combines
idealism with a vigorous & healthy grasp of practical reality. It is neither the precious

intellectualism & unrealistic abstract ideas of academics & theorists. Neither does it arise
from the petty materialism of those who only know the cost of things but never the value. 
National Socialism is as robust, dynamic & adaptable as the nature from which it arises.

Do you hate other races?
We are racialist in the sense that we understand the different races are not equal & that the

general biological characteristics of a group of related people is the basis of Nation.
We are primarily motivated by Natural Law & love of our Nation, which is a sub set of race.

Racial hatred is not an automatic requirement, neither is it excluded since it is perfectly
correct & honourable to hate something that attempts to subvert, abuse or destroy us.
 Our world is becoming increasingly overpopulated, resource poor & our homelands

continue to be swarmed by racial aliens. Thus, conflict is inevitable & natural.
In such a brutal zero sum game racial hatred is necessary, moral & honourable. Our Blood

comes first before any other consideration & we must fight ruthlessly for pre-eminence
without pity, mercy, hesitation or consideration for our personal feelings on the matter. Such

fanatical loyalty is mandatory.



Isn’t character more important than race?
What about bad white people?

We must always be willing to recognise the personal qualities individuals posses but it is not
appropriate to judge an entire group by the actions of those few. It is the general

characteristics of groups of people that determine their overall behaviour & quality, not the
exceptions & the general problems of Nations can only be addressed in those terms. 

That said, personal character is vital because it is only through the leadership of men of
good character & ability that a Nation can survive & improve. 

We fight for our Nation with fanatical loyalty but our Loyalty is not blind. 
Merely sharing the Blood of our Nation is not enough.

There are some who are only nominally one of us: traitors, cowards, the selfish, weaklings,
racial polluters, perverts & degenerates. These people are nothing more than parasites that

drain the vitality of our Nation, exploit the sentimental & corrupt those around them to
perpetuate their miserable existence. Such parasites must be identified, prevented from

attaining any authority and eliminated, violently is necessary. The toleration of such filth is
betrayal of our Nation.

Do you disavow Violence?
Absolutely not. Violence is a basic mechanism of life, a Natural Law & the ultimate

foundation of all power, authority & survival. This does not make violence the only way to
solve problems or even necessarily the best in every instance. It does mean that we cannot
disown the mechanism of violence, consider it inherently immoral, pretend that it is always

unneeded or claim that it doesn’t accomplish anything.
Might does not make right. Nevertheless, the successful application of violence against
threats to the continued existence of our Nation, both external & internal, is mandatory. 

Violence is a prerequisite for life. 
A people that become incapable of violence will be replaced by those who are.

Stark violence governs the universe & the victors will always rule it.

Isn’t Eugenics cruel?
The purpose of eugenics is to humanely eliminate the genetically unfit from our population

by sterilisation & promote the best in order to ensure future generations are biologically
greater than ourselves. This is certainly a hard attitude but the notion that this is cruel is
absurd, the cruelty would be in allowing genetic defectives to torment future generations

through their selfishness under the guise of freedom.



What about environmental issues & the natural world?
Unlike so many stunted & tragic life denying worldviews National Socialists embrace

nature & life with all its struggle & joys enthusiastically as a direct manifestation of the very
principles we live by. For those with the strength to embrace Natural law the natural world

is not a thing to be feared, despised or dismissed as a mere resource or inconvenience. It is a
touchstone of truth & purity. It must be respected accordingly.

Isn’t compassion & empathy important?
Empathy & compassion show us a greater truth & a larger world than our own small part of
it. Men & Nations need these great truths because without them we will never be anything

more than psychopaths.
However, without the wisdom born of Natural Law that places empathy & compassion into

its proper context they become little more than paralysing sentiment that makes simple
decisions impossible. Those who succumb to sentiment loose the capacity to fight & will
fall prey to social parasites who morally & emotionally manipulate them into catering to

their wishes with endless tales of misery & accusations of abuse. Sentiment is psychological
death & renders men incapable of living in accordance with the iron Laws of Nature &

committing the often ruthless acts a Nation requires to survive. 
Empathy & compassion are good servants but poor masters. In this universe of eternal
struggle our values must be greater than mere sentiment & weakness masquerading as

morality. Natural Law abhors these things & will not tolerate them for long.
Empathy & compassion contain truth but sentiment is fatal.

Only those men who are capable of the first two without succumbing to the third are able to
fight for their Nation & only those Nations that are blessed with such heroic men have a

future. Honour requires we must be such men.

What’s the goal of National Socialism?
To secure the existence of our people & a future for our children that is greater than our

own. To accomplish this requires nothing less than the revolutionary & conscious alignment
of our selves & our people with reality & its rules in order to overcome the profligacy,

hubris & weakness that inevitably grows from success, abundance & the easing of struggle.
To internalise Natural Law as a Moral code because it is the Truth.

Through this, National Socialism enables us to further evolve & truly embrace what it
means to be a part of the universe that has become aware of itself. 
United through blood & strength. Vigorous. Dynamic. Honourable.

Avatars of Natural Law.



'Therefore, in the fight for our new idea, which conforms completely to the primal
meaning of life, we shall find only a small number of comrades in a social order which

has become decrepit not only physically, but mentally. From these circles only a few
exceptional people will join our ranks, only those few old people whose hearts have

remained young & whose courage is still vigorous, but not those who consider it their
duty to maintain the status quo. 

Against us we have the innumerable army of all those who are lazy-minded & indifferent
rather than evil, & those whose self-interest leads them to uphold the present state of

affairs. In the apparent hopelessness of our great struggle lie the magnitude of our task
& the possibilities of success. A battle-cry, which from the very start will scare off all the
petty spirits, or at least discourage them, will become a rallying signal for all those that

are of the real fighting mettle.'
Mein Kampf


